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BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE



Teoni and Owen,   
who have been together 
for 18 years, got married   
at a beautiful ceremony 
on 16 May 2017



I have had the privilege to be Directions’ Patron for 5 years now.   In that time the 
organisation has changed from being a small provider in Armadale to providing 
a broad range of services across the metropolitan area.  I am pleased to say 
that this growth has happened while still maintaining the family feel of the 
organisation, with personalised support that focuses on each individual person. 

It has been a challenging time to provide support to people with disabilities as 
we progress to the NDIS.  Directions has met these challenges head on and 
managed the changes and different funding arrangements behind the scenes in 
order to enable people to access the support they need to reach their goals and 
have fulfilling lives. 

This year Directions has taken on and given new life to Teenspirit, a local 
community organisation, creating social opportunities for young people with 
disabilities.  It is heart-warming to see the energetic and enthusiastic Teenspirit 
continuing to grow, spreading to new areas and reaching so many more 
teenagers and young adults. 

I am very proud to be Patron of Directions.  I commend the staff for providing the 
very best in community services for people with disabilities and their families, 
and wish them well for the year ahead. 

Tony Buti MLA 
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Age Group Number % of Total Disability Type (> 1 Person) Number % of Total Postcode (Top 10) Number % of Total Suburb (Top 10) Number % of Total Yrs with Directions Number Count of Total
4-13 34 15.8% Autism 82 43.6% 6112 45 27.0% GOSNELLS 19 17.9% < 12 months 83 38.6%
14-23 108 50.2% Intellectual Disability 68 36.2% 6110 28 16.8% ARMADALE 19 17.9% 1 46 21.4%
24-33 39 18.1% Down Syndrome 14 7.4% 6164 21 12.7% KELMSCOTT 12 11.3% 2 27 12.6%
34-43 17 7.9% Cerebral Palsy 11 5.9% 6111 20 12.0% MADDINGTON 9 8.5% 3 22 10.2%
44-53 11 5.1% Prada Willi Syndrome 4 2.1% 6163 14 8.5% SEVILLE GROVE 7 6.6% 4 4 1.9%
54-63 5 2.3% Duchennes Muscular Dystrophy 3 1.6% 6107 11 6.6% CANNING VALE 7 6.6% 5 5 2.3%
64-73 1 0.5% Spinal Cerebellum Ataxia 2 1.1% 6109 9 5.4% BROOKDALE 7 6.6% 6 4 1.9%
Grand Total 215 100% Tuberous Sclerosis 2 1.1% 6155 8 4.8% HUNTINGDALE 6 5.7% 7 17 7.9%

Fragile X Syndrome 2 1.1% 6167 5 3.0% BANJUP 5 4.7% 8 4 1.9%
Grand Total 188 100% 6108 5 3.0% SOUTH LAKE 5 4.7% 11 1 0.5%

Gender Number % of Total Grand Total 166 100.00% THORNLIE 5 4.7% 14 1 0.5%
Female 81 37.7% HAMILTON HILL 5 4.7% 17 1 0.5%
Male 134 62.3% Grand Total 106 100% Grand Total 215 100%
Grand Total 215 100%
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Directions provides relationship-based, personalised and individually tailored support to people throughout the 
metropolitan region. Directions has an excellent reputation for providing high quality support that is flexible, creative 
and inclusive. We support people to achieve their aspirations, and get the very best out of life by:  

   Enhancing confidence and helping people build the skills of independence
   Enabling people to become active members of their community
   Assisting people to volunteer and work towards employment
   Helping people build their social skills, while having fun with others, through group activities such as Teenspirit
   Providing all the support and personal care necessary for people to get the most out of every day
   Supporting host families so people can share a family life.

Directions is also a therapy provider of Occupational Therapy, Speech Pathology, Physiotherapy and Social Work. 
Our family centred therapy is a wrap-around service with a focus on therapy for older children and young adults, 
building independence and ensuring the very best preparation for adulthood and enhancement of adult life. 

Services at Directions complement each other: our community services are improved by ongoing input from 
therapists, and our therapy is improved by the involvement of the support workers ensuring consistency and 
continuity across all activities. 

ABOUT DIRECTIONS 

OUR VISION FOR THE PEOPLE WE SUPPORT 

OUR VISION FOR DIRECTIONS 

OUR VALUES 

   To have a fulfilled life with healthy relationships, friendships and purpose
   Be part of an inclusive community, which accepts people for who they are and looks beyond disability
   Be empowered to make choices and have control over how they live their life

   To have a reputation for quality which inspires, and shows others what is possible for people with disabilities
   To grow to serve people across Western Australia, while keeping our unique, values-based approach
   To recruit, develop and retain the best people in the sector
   To build strong links with government and the communities in which we operate

   Working together
   Being creative and flexible

   Having energy and enthusiasm
   Being compassionate

   Making a difference
   Being honest
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The 2016-2017 year has been a very rewarding one for 
Directions. The year started with such an inspirational Art 
Exhibition with high visibility and valued contributions from the 
people we support. It was officially opened directly after our 
Annual General Meeting (AGM). The whole experience at the 
AGM and Art Exhibition Opening Ceremony was invigorating 
and inspiring for all concerned.  One of the people we support, 
having demonstrated such competence as a waiter at the 
Ceremony, was actually offered a job and continues to work with 
the staff at Genesis in the Hills café.  

This event was then followed by a Christmas concert that left 
all who attended simply astounded by the quality and variety of 
the talents demonstrated.  Of particular note were the standing 
ovations from the audience after each act. At the end of the 
concert all the people we support who participated gathered in 
the middle of the room for a heart-warming group hug. 

CHAIR’S REPORT

The positive energy continued for the remainder of the year. There is now a greater level of confidence with 
significant growth over the last two years while maintaining our values based approach. Our success can be 
attributed to a number of key factors. 

Firstly, the staff at Directions. The creative, collaborative and strategic thinking of the CEO Elizabeth Barnes is 
unquestioned and highly regarded. The staff changes have brought about a leaner administration while improving 
the range of quality services available to the people we support. This in turn has led to an increase in employment 
opportunities to enable the expansion.  Recruitment of quality new staff has enhanced the already well-established 
and positive work environment that is undeniably on display whenever you visit the office.  The collaboration 
between all staff is amazing to see and is a positive, consistent testament to our core values at Directions. To the 
staff at Directions I must thank you for your professionalism, support and humour during this growth period. Your 
work load is only exceeded by work ethic and a passionate commitment to those people we support. 

The strategic initiatives undertaken this year have seen a consolidation and growth of the therapy services available 
to the people we support. This growth has been considerable, so much so that there is to be a new Therapy Centre 
across the road from our main office so that we can more conveniently provide our quality therapy services. 
Another innovation is a greater collaboration with Curtin University, Edith Cowan University and the University of 
Western Australia allowing us, in partnership with their allied health students, to enhance and extend our range 
and quality of services. 

The strategic move into group activities for teenagers and young adults was a major initiative this year through a 
merger with Teenspirit.  Being more responsive to the needs of the people we support is a key element to our goal 
of maintaining and improving the relationships we have with the people we support and their families.  Our families 
have told us that they would like more group activities which prompted the Teenspirit collaboration. 

An important element of our confidence in the future is our improving financial status. With the funding changes 
under NDIS and potentially moving to payment for services in arrears, Directions needs to be secure to ensure that 
we can sustain our activities with those we support and our staff. There are real threats to many service providers 
under NDIS and I am thankful to the Board and Executive of Directions for their effort in making hard decisions over 
the last year to promote financial sustainability. It has not been easy. 

I would like to thank Jenny Wylie, our previous Chair, who resigned the role when she moved to Albany although 
she remains on the Board.  Prior to relocating, Jenny was invited to join the Panel that set the agenda and gave 
sector advice at the regular Disability Sector Board Forums.  In addition to Jenny, the Panel members were Bruce 
Langoulant, Chair of the Disability Services Commission Board, and the Chairs from Activ, Avivo, Nulsen and 
Therapy Focus. This was a prestigious role and recognition of Directions’ growing reputation as an outstanding 
service provider. 

Lastly to the Board of Directions, thank you. We are a group of volunteers that represent the core values of our 
organisation and maintain a focus for the future while ensuring support and governance over the current operations. 
I look forward to another year together of making a difference. 

Mark Pescud 
Chair
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It has been a year of significant achievements and exciting 
challenges at Directions.  We have grown, both in the number 
of people we support and geographically, and have broadened 
our scope of service provision to secure sustainability.  Most 
importantly, the people we support have aspired to and 
achieved new and exciting accomplishments realising our aim 
that everyone should have not just an ordinary life, but a fulfilled 
life with purpose. 

It was an artistically creative time leading up to our inaugural 
Art Exhibition in October, with many of the people we support 
attending workshops run by professional artists from our local 
community.  The Art Exhibition showcased a wide variety of 
art by the people we support, staff and volunteers, including 
paintings, mosaics, photographs, textiles, collage and sculpture.  
The Exhibition Opening Ceremony took place immediately after 
our Annual General Meeting (AGM) with special guests Donna 
Faragher (Minister for Disability Services), Stephen Dawson 
(then Shadow Minister), and our Patron Dr Tony Buti.  We were 
very proud that one of the people we support was empowered by 
his support worker to give a very personal welcome to country. 
It was a spectacular event with over 100 people attending.  
The atmosphere was fantastic and so inclusive of our whole 
community.  The artists, musical performers, caterers, wait 
staff and ushers were thrilled and proud to be a part of it all.  

At our AGM, Ray Cassey was awarded Life Membership of 
Directions.  Ray was a family representative on the Directions 
Board for 6 years.  He was very skilled in balancing individual 
needs and organisational capacity and managed his role with 
great diplomacy.  Ray was the key board member in the move 
to the Maddington premises; his knowledge and skills as a 
professional builder were invaluable.  

Our Christmas party was another opportunity for an inclusive 
event, run by and for the people we support.  The party 
incorporated a talent show that was truly amazing, with 
people from all aspects of our organisation getting up on 
stage.  A particular stand-out was how supportive our audience 
was.  The people that we support had the opportunity to be 
supportive themselves, encouraging their friends to be brave 
and get up on stage, and they did this with love, affection and 
enthusiasm.  Every act received storming applause, standing 
ovations, whoops and stomping.  If someone started to feel too 
nervous on stage, friends came up to join them to boost their 
confidence.  Some acts made us laugh until our faces ached 
and some brought tears to the eyes, it was a brilliant evening! 

Towards the end of 2016 we were approached by Teenspirit, 
a small organisation based in Maddington running social 
groups and holiday programs for teenagers and young adults 
with intellectual and developmental disability.  Unfortunately 
Teenspirit was too small to be viable under the new DSC funding 
system, so they were looking for a larger organisation who 
could help their unique program survive.  It did not take long 
to realise what a privilege it would be to run such a fabulous 
program for young adults, and a survey of all our families early 
in the new year demonstrated clearly that families were looking 
for more group activities.  Directions took on the Teenspirit 
funding in February and we have worked hard at preserving 
Teenspirit’s essence and ethos.  It has been a joy to watch 
Teenspirit thrive and grow in new areas throughout Perth. 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT

Elizabeth Barnes (CEO) and Donna Faragher (Minister for Disabilities) at AGM

Stephen Dawson (then Shadow Minister for Disabilities, now Minister) at AGM 

Jenny Wylie (Chair) presenting life membership to Ray Cassey at AGM 
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At the beginning of 2017 Directions started providing practical 
placements for allied health students, firstly Occupational 
Therapy students from Curtin and Edith Cowan Universities, 
and then Social Work students from the University of Western 
Australia.  The students have been “agents of change”, 
investigating and problem solving, continually enhancing 
everyone’s potential to progress and develop. 

In March, Directions was proud to present our annual lecture 
at Edith Cowan University for this year’s medical genetics 
students.  Three people we support and two of their mothers 
talked about the lived experience of the genetic disorders Down 
syndrome, Prada-Willi syndrome and Hurler’s syndrome.  It 
was a large group of nearly 70 students who were fascinated 
by the stories they heard.  The people we support relished the 
opportunity to speak in public.  They were open about their 
experiences and witty in their responses to questions, creating 
an exceptional lecture that will no doubt have a significant 
impact on the students and their future careers. 

Since 2015 Directions has incorporated Occupational Therapy 
into all our services to enhance the experience and outcomes 
for the people we support, build the capacity of support workers, 
and to instil a culture of positive behaviour support throughout 
the organisation.  This commenced as an unfunded project, 
but this year its importance was recognised by the Disability 
Services Commission.  Directions was granted full registration 
as a therapy provider in April 2016.  In addition to Occupational 
Therapy, Directions is now a provider of Speech Pathology, 
Physiotherapy, Psychological Counselling and Social Work. 

We were delighted that nine of our support workers were 
nominated for Disability Support Awards by the people they 
support and their families.  The nominations were full of 
joyful and moving stories that were genuinely inspirational. 
Directions was one of only two organisations to have finalists 
in more than one category, a fine accolade for all our staff. 

Directions had an impressive team of 28 people in May’s HBF 
Run for a Reason, with people we support, staff and volunteers 
participating at all levels from the 4km to the half marathon.  
It was particularly inspiring to see the enormous amount of 
training that went on before the event, with our Occupational 
Therapy students facilitating very popular fitness sessions that 
enabled people who really struggle to exercise participate as 
equals in an event with 36,000 other people! 

Towards the end of the year Directions brought our inclusive 
approach to fundraising, with a sausage sizzle at Bunnings, 
again with significant contribution to the organising by the 
people we support.  Phil and Stuart, who are normally 
supported by Directions, worked tirelessly cooking sausages 
and serving the food for the whole day entirely independently!  

Directions has been considerably enriched by an increasing 
number of volunteers this year.  People have generously 
donated their time to assist with fleet management, 
administration, gardening, human resources, fundraising and 
project management.  I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank our volunteers, and all our staff.  It is their dedication to 
making a difference in the world, their energy and enthusiasm, 
and their commitment to building strong relationships that has 
made this such an outstanding year. 

Julian at the Christmas talent show

Tania and Niru, part of the HBF Run for a Reason team 

Stuart, Paul and Phil at our Bunnings sausage sizzle
6



Every person that we support has their own individual funding, giving them control, choice, independence and self-
determination in their lives.  Everyone has their own goals and ambitions and no two supports are ever the same.   

INDIVIDUALISED SUPPORT SERVICES 

Phil is a very independent and capable gentleman, although he struggles 
with his organisation skills and can become confused and overwhelmed 
easily.  Phil longed for employment, but while we supported him to send 
endless applications, he was hearing nothing back.  He became very 
frustrated, staying up all night and sleeping all day because he “had 
nothing else to do”.   

So our mission was to help Phil find purposeful things to do that were 
of real value.  One of these was to help run our Art Exhibition Opening 
Ceremony. On the night, Phil’s dedication, attention to detail and his 
respectfulness shown to those around him shone like a beacon. He was 
the talk of the night, no one has the ability to convince people to eat and 
drink like Phil can!  The Manager of Genesis café was so impressed 
she offered him a job and he has been working there ever since.  Phil 
also continues to help at all Directions’ functions ensuring that they run 
efficiently and effectively, and always with a smile. 

“Steve, my support worker, helped me when no one else could.  I now 
work 2 days a week and my boss is really nice. I love my job!”

Dermott is an outgoing, enthusiastic young man who loves mechanics.  He 
has relished the opportunities his support workers have found to tinker with 
car engines, fascinated by the complexity of their workings.  Dermott also 
volunteers at Tyrepower, and works on wood projects at the local Men’s 
Shed where his practical skills shine.  

Recently Dermott has made amazing progress with his support worker Sam, 
researching and developing strategies to progress towards his ultimate goal, 
to find full time employment. Dermott thrives in a learning environment, 
especially when he can see a clear purpose to it, that of improving his 
capacity to work. Dermott has been able to create himself a Gmail account 
and put together a really good resume.  He has completed a safety certificate 
in relation to the metals and mining industry scoring over 80%, and a safety 
certificate in relation to the electrical industry scoring over 90%!   

Boosted by this success, Dermott has pushed the boundaries and taken on 
new challenges. He has become increasingly comfortable to take the train 
to get where he needs to go, something he could not bring himself to do just 
a few months ago. Dermott has huge potential and the determination and 
enthusiasm to achieve his aspirations.  

This year Hayley has gained confidence and taken a 
leading role in her own life.  With her support worker 
Natasha, she has worked on her natural strengths, 
improving her language, literacy and maths, building 
the foundation to start researching and applying for 
volunteering positions. Hayley successfully gained a 
volunteer role at Riding for the Disabled (RDA) where 
she herself is supporting other people, confidently 
leading their horses and assisting them to tack and 
clean up. Through this volunteering Hayley has also 
developed friendships, independent of all support.

Recently Hayley applied to volunteer at Armadale 
Animal Protection Society (APS).  She attended the 
interview with minimal support, full of confidence and 
self-worth because of her experience at RDA.  Hayley 
was delighted to be offered the role and she is now a 
dedicated and valued member of the APS team.
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Mona loves learning, and it was through this that her support workers 
began to build upon her skills. Mona progressed with remarkable 
speed, astounding her support workers. She now competently uses a 
communication board so that she can be involved in who supports her 
and what the day’s activities will be.  Mona now understands emotions 
and is able to say whether she feels “good” or “bad”. What used to be 
thought of as challenging behaviour as Mona expressed her frustration 
is now a thing of the past.  Mona can now use public transport because 
she can let us know if she is uncomfortable, she can go out on stormy 
days because she can understand the weather forecast and let us know 
if she feels worried, all huge steps forward.  

Mona rapidly developed a real thirst for learning and a love of libraries 
and books. She progressed through the Jolly Phonics and Reading 
Eggs programs and has now started writing. Mona can understand and 
say phrases such as “help please”, “I am finished” and “sorry”, and you 
can imagine the difference this has made to her life.  She can write and 
say phrases such as “My name is Mona” and “I work with Sam”. After 32 
years Mona has learned to say “I love you Mum”, something her mum 
never thought she would ever hear. 

Daniel was a very shy young man, and in the past he has struggled to 
talk to people and engage in activities. He was very reluctant to leave his 
home, but this started to change 5 years ago when he started to build a 
relationship with Colin his Directions support worker.   

Daniel is very creative and after years of gradually increasing confidence he 
started collecting old airplane tyres (smaller and more malleable than car 
tyres) and coming up with quirky and original designs for garden sculptures 
including frogs, ladybugs, cups and saucers. Daniel loves trips to Jandakot 
airport to collect tyres, and being in charge of the designs and the painting.  
Daniel has now sold over 35 of his planters and has more orders in the 
pipeline! 

David Currey, CEO of Jandakot Airport, is very proud of their connection with 
Daniel, and recently hung a framed article celebrating their collaboration. 

Lynda, Daniel’s mum, says: “I am so grateful that Colin came into Daniel’s 
life. He has done wonders with Daniel’s confidence, and they have built a 
really strong bond. Colin is an absolute gem, especially with all the support 
he gives Daniel with the tyre planters, it has really brought out Daniel’s 
artistic side.  We couldn’t ask for a better support worker!” 

Bridget has worked with  OT students and support workers 
this year to develop her confidence and leadership 
skills in preparation for leaving school. She helped 
to run Christmas craft groups, demonstrating caring 
and empathy to those who attended.  She honed her 
musical skills and displayed bravery and determination in 
overcoming her anxiety, standing up to sing solo in front 
of an audience of over 100 people at Christmas. Bridget 
has designed and run dance classes, encouraging 
people to attend and ensuring they enthusiastically 
participate.  She has assisted in the leadership of group 
exercise sessions, proving to have great potential to 
be a motivator of others.  She determinedly stuck to 
her exercise regime, including regularly walking the 
Directions dog, and enthused others to do the same, 
culminating in a team competing in the HBF fun run.  This 
was a mammoth distance for Bridget and an enormous 
credit to her that she persevered through her exhaustion 
and completed the entire course.  What a year!  

Every day our support workers have collaborated with the people they support in devising innovative and motivating 
strategies to reach their goals, and have fun along the way.

Bridget, front and centre, leading her dance class 8



Teenspirit has been running recreational groups and school holiday programs to build social skills for eighteen 
years. Based in Maddington, Teenspirit had a core group of about thirty families whose children built strong social 
bonds, and grew in confidence and self-esteem through their regular interaction.  As the group thrived over the 
years, some of the teenagers grew into young adults and left school, so Teenspirit expanded their scope and 
started running social groups for young adults too.  This provided a vital avenue for children leaving school to 
maintain their social networks and stave off the isolation that leaving school can trigger. 

Ann, one of the Teenspirit parents told us:  “We are extremely happy with the service provided by Teenspirit for 
Liam. Not only because he loves doing the activities but because we have seen growth in his social development 
and self-confidence. He is more outgoing and open to trying new experiences. He now has a group of people he 
can call his friends and this has helped him gain better relationships with his own siblings.  As a parent it is always 
hard to let go of your child when your child wants to do their own thing. In Liam’s case it is rewarding to know that 
he can participate socially with his friends in a safe environment and that he is being a typical teenager in regard 
to not wanting to hang out with his parents but to make real choices of what he wants to do and who he wants to 
do it with.” 

As a small organisation, Teenspirit faced enormous challenges to remain sustainable, so their Board made the 
difficult decision to join with another organisation in order to survive.  They approached Directions and, due to a 
strong alignment of ethos and values, our partnership rapidly flourished.  The extensive paperwork was all signed 
off by the end of February 2017, and full services were up and running from Teenspirit’s home at the Maddington 
Community Centre on the first of April 2017. 

Teenspirit is such a great model and the key to the successful transition has been the determination to keep 
everything the same and consistent.  Tina Lizzi, the Program Manager, is still running the programs, and we were 
extremely fortunate that the majority of the incredibly talented and committed Teenspirit crew of young support 
workers also moved across to Directions.  Now that Directions’ funding has been added to Teenspirit’s we have been 
able to build capacity and more people are able to access the groups.  To ensure that the increasing numbers don’t 
damage the dynamic of social interaction, a second group will soon be established at the Maddington Community 
Centre. 

Directions is keen to grow Teenspirit in other areas where there is greatest need for teenagers to have access 
to social skill-building, particularly regions where the NDIS will not reach for another two years.  Teenspirit North 
commenced in June 2017 with a new partnership established at the Dianella Secondary College Education Support 
Centre.  We took eight Dianella students on a Leadership Camp in Mandurah, and these relationships are the 
foundation for our new Teenspirit group of fourteen families based at Sudbury Community House, Mirrabooka.   
Later this year Directions will continue to expand our groups with a young adult program based at the Tigers 
Football Club in Claremont, and Teenspirit will start up in Mandurah. 

Teenspirit also ran the monthly Kenwick social and this is now a Directions venture too.  Young people flock to this 
vibrant night out from all over the metropolitan area.  People we support are now involved in organising this regular 
event and running the night, furthering our aim for all Directions events to be ‘by the people, for the people’! 

TEENSPIRIT

Teenspirit, a gang of friends hanging out and growing up 9



Directions enriches and improves our community support services through incorporating therapy into everything 
that we do.  Our Occupational Therapist, EJ Leong is a creative resource for our support workers and coordinators, 
devising innovative solutions to problems and mentoring support workers as they identify what motivates the 
people we support and what may lie behind some of their behaviour and communications.  EJ is also a genius 
when it comes to finding the right equipment and assistive technology to change a person’s life.  

Barry told us:  “EJ thoroughly researched and found just the right wheelchair for our son Matt so that now he sits up 
straight and is far more confident to engage people in conversation.  She also developed strategies in partnership 
with our family and Matt’s long-time support workers to improve his mobility and now, for the first time in 8 years, 
Matt can independently use the toilet.  EJ’s patient and determined help has changed our lives!” 

To broaden our reach of service enhancement through therapy, in January 2017 we commenced a collaboration with 
Curtin University, Edith Cowan University and the University of Western Australia, working with their Occupational 
Therapy and Social Work students as they put into practice what they have learned in theory.  The students have 
been working closely with our support workers, problem solving, planning and implementing intensive intervention 
for some of the people we support with complex needs.  They have commenced a program of Eco mapping with 
families, identifying all of their formal and informal supports, exposing gaps, and researching solutions to help 
fill these.  The students have also instigated therapeutic groups such as cooking, dancing and exercise classes, 
always identifying and assisting someone we support to take the organisational lead which boosts their confidence, 
advocacy and leaderships skills. 

In April 2017 we were successful in our registration as a general and specialist therapy provider, allowing us to 
venture into specific therapy in addition to community service enhancement.  We have expanded our existing 
therapy services to include other allied health, now providing: 

   Speech Therapy communication, social skills, positive behaviour support, swallowing, dysphagia

   Physiotherapy specialised equipment consultancy, exercise and fitness, hydrotherapy, postural control

   Social Work mapping formal/informal supports, organising and connecting to other therapies/services

   Psychology counselling, carer support

   Occupational Therapy positive behaviour support, organisational and independence skills, planning, budgeting,   
 cooking, specialised equipment consultancy, inclusive employment opportunities

Directions is running a therapy model that aligns with all of our existing relationship-based services. Our therapists 
will work collaboratively with support workers, families, accommodation providers, teachers and education 
assistants, effectively creating a team of therapy assistants around the person to ensure continuity and ongoing 
progress.  While the therapist themselves may not have funding to provide frequent ongoing personal intervention, 
the therapy continues through the support workers and the other assistive roles which we create, ensuring that 
improvement is permanent. 

THERAPY SERVICES 

Support worker Heath, trained by our Occupational Therapist, works intensely with Zubair on communication 10



Host families welcome a person with a disability into their family home on a full time basis, or sometimes just for 
weekends or short breaks.   A host family provides an opportunity to support a person with disabilities in one of the 
most natural and beneficial ways possible: through connection, participation and a mutual sharing of lives.  

This year Directions has implemented a new organisational structure to support our host families and to ensure 
that everyone involved is properly safeguarded.  All potential host families undertake a comprehensive assessment 
which includes all aspects of family life and everyone in the family who will potentially be involved. A host family 
arrangement is then established by following a very careful matching process that focuses on natural connections 
and relationship development. 

Once a potential match has been made, it is brought to our independent host family panel.  The panel consider 
all the information that has been gathered and, if they feel it is a good match, approve the host family.  We are 
honoured to have the following skilled, experienced and dedicated people make up our panel: 
   Jill Mason, independent consultant, psychologist with 18 years’ experience in human services
   Leanne Pearman, CEO of WAIS, with 30 years’ experience in individualised services and citizenship
   Denise Lennane, teacher and parent of a young man with a disability who has a wealth of experience of services
To ensure the sustainability of the host family arrangement, the Coordinator regularly visits the host family in their 
home, reviewing all aspects of the relationships and arranging any necessary training.  The Coordinator also 
provides opportunities for Host Families to get together as a network, share their experiences and support each 
other.

HOST FAMILIES

Kelly has lived with her host family, Rachael and Aaron, for 2 years.  
Kelly says: “Before I met Rachael I hated myself and was very angry at 
everyone.  Rachael has helped me to learn how to open up, how to talk 
about things that upset me, and how to trust other people and myself.  
She’s also helped me with budgeting, how to clean up the house, go 
back to education, and be part of the family.  I even managed to budget 
carefully and save enough to go on holiday to Bali!  I’m so lucky I got 
to meet Rachael, and she welcomed me into her family.” 

Rachael has thoroughly enjoyed having Kelly as part of the family. 
“It’s been a real achievement for me, teaching Kelly all about keeping 
a clean and healthy home, a good diet, how to manage money.  Kelly 
thought she’d never be able to go overseas because of her disability, 
but now she knows she can get there if she works towards it. She has 
also taught me so much, for which I am really grateful. Kelly became 
a part of my family the minute she came into my home. I feel proud of 
the person she has become. She is starting to like herself at last, and 
she’s looking forward to the future.” 

Karen lives on a large 5 acre property in the country south 
of Perth with her partner and her father in law.   Karen 
and her family are a Directions host family and they, 
along with their dog, chooks, and a couple of galahs, are 
really enjoying sharing their lives.  Karen has worked in 
human services for many years, and she’s passionate 
about sharing experiences with others.  Karen has a 
strong belief in making time for the small things that can 
go unnoticed, and this makes her such a great host mum 
who really makes a difference.  

Karen says:  “Welcoming someone into our home while 
providing Host Family Respite, opens our world up to new 
and exciting experiences, fun adventures and interesting 
challenges. It’s a privilege to have the opportunity to be part 
of someone else’s journey, to share in their experiences, 
to help create special connections, joyous moments and 
happy memories.  All made possible with the ongoing 
support we receive from Directions”. Karen on her beautiful property with one of the chooks 

Kelly and Rachael
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Our staff relationships have been the solid foundation to all supports this year. We have encouraged this by: 
   Providing a full day induction every month to ensure new staff know and understand the culture of Directions
   Engaging people we support to lead a session at all staff inductions
   Ensuring long term support workers participate in inductions to facilitate new relationships among peers
   Running regular catch-ups in small teams, with their own coordinator, for peer-to-peer learning and team-building
   Creating a Social Committee to organise staff events and community events involving everyone we support.
Positive Behaviour Support (PBS) has again been a key focus for staff this year. PBS has the primary goal of 
improving a person’s quality of life, and a secondary goal of decreasing what can be referred to as ‘challenging’ 
behaviour. The behaviour is a communication of needs not being met, and PBS focuses on finding solutions to meet 
the person’s needs rather than ‘managing’ their behaviour. 
PBS is now embedded into our culture throughout the whole organisation. Ten support workers volunteer their time 
to sit on our quarterly PBS Committee, led by our Occupational Therapist. The Committee members learn about 
PBS, different kinds of levels and restraint, and trouble-shoot around incidents if someone’s behaviour has been 
challenging.  The Committee members provide peer-to-peer education on PBS at staff catch-ups.  One member 
of the Committee is elected to join the PBS panel.  In addition to this support worker the panel consists of an 
experienced Coordinator, an independent expert and a Board member.  The Occupational Therapist brings all PBS 
plans to the panel for review to ensure that every innovative solution possible has been found and implemented.

OUR STAFF 

We are very proud that nine of our support workers were nominated by 
families for the Disability Support Awards this year.  Throughout April 
2017, people we support and their families visited our office to tell us 
stories about their amzing support workers. Congratulations to: 
   Alida Turton    Heath Saunders    Steve Paul
   Anthony Pyle     Natasha Tilley    Sam Warne
   Colin Stratford    Stephanie Aylemore    Leah Scothern
All these staff were nominated, and Leah, Steve and Sam received the 
honour of being named finalists. This is an outstanding achievement in 
such a competitive awards process and highlights the truly excellent 
outcomes that our support workers achieve in partnership with the 
people they support.  When the announcers told the audience that, 
due to the devotion and determined dedication of her support workers, 
Mona had said “I love you Mum” for the first time, there was not a 
dry eye in the house.  The awards night was a wonderful way to 
acknowledge our superb staff. 

One of our support workers, Sam Warne, has written 
a delightful children’s book, with a powerful message 
about disability. “A Friend Like Mine” is light-hearted, 
quirky, and aims to normalise disability by celebrating 
children’s strengths and abilities. The book was inspired 
by Fletcher, the gorgeous young man with cerebral 
palsy that Sam supports.  Directions has helped to fund 
the publication of the book and, with Sam, will run an 
Inclusive Education project in schools, using the book 
to teach children that just because someone is born 
different it does not mean they are born wrong. 

Income from sales of the book will go directly into extra 
physical therapies for Fletcher.  He is one of just three 
Australians to take part in a rare trial using stem cells 
from cord blood to trigger the formation of neurological 
pathways.  If the trial is successful, one day Fletcher 
could gain the use of his limbs and even talk.  Fletcher 
has inspired Sam, and Sam has the talent, energy and 
determination to change the world! Fletcher and Sam 

Finalists Leah, Steve and Sam
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Mark Pescud (Chair)  I have been in education for over 35 years. In that time I have held a number of positions from 
classroom teacher to principal and various administrative positions. I have always strived to enable all students to 
achieve their personal best both socially and academically. I believe strongly that all people should have the opportunity 
to become self-determining and have a positive, mutually beneficial relationship within their community. Directions 
actively and positively does this and I am happy to be a part of this organisation. 

Justin Bunter (Vice Chair)  I joined the Board in October 2015.  Directions performs a very valuable service and I am 
proud to contribute to that and apply my commercial, strategic and financial skills.  With a career spanning over 30 years, 
I have held a range of general management and senior financial positions both across Australia and in the UK.  I am 
currently the Executive Director Corporate Services for another Not for Profit organisation. I have also held a number of 
Executive positions. I am a Chartered Accountant, I hold a Bachelor of Commerce and a Post Grad Diploma in Business.   

Ian Wilson (Treasurer)  I am a retired CPA and have had a career in the UK and Western Australia in local government 
and public sector finance. I was invited to become a Board member for Directions in 2008 and have been Treasurer 
since then.  I have always thought that all of us can contribute our personal abilities to creating better communities 
around us. Being on the Board of Directions is an opportunity for me to contribute to the necessary Board oversight for 
an organisation working with and for a lot of caring and inspiring people.

Elizabeth Roberts (Secretary)  I really like to see the difference that Directions makes to the quality of life for people 
with disability and their families in my community.  Directions enables me to see the life-long possibilities for continued 
growth, learning and achievement after young people leave school. This adds another dimension to the work I do with 
the Department of Education. I am proud of the creative ways that people with Directions become engaged within their 
community and of the role we play in helping them to achieve their dreams and aspirations.

Jenny Wylie  I joined the Directions’ Board in 2010 and was elected Chair in 2015. After many years working in the 
disability sector as a social trainer and special needs teacher assistant I returned to studies and am now a fully qualified 
occupational therapist, employed by a therapy service. I am delighted to be associated with Directions, an organisation 
that develops people’s strengths and enables individuals to achieve their goals and aspirations. I bring to the board skills 
in collaboration and governance from my previous time as Chair and Board member of a local independent school. 

Michelle Atkinson  My involvement with Directions stems back to 2004 when I first joined the board. With more than 
25 years’ experience in disability services, I am currently employed at ‘My Place’. In this challenging time when the 
sector is undergoing significant reform and change, I remain focused on providing quality services to people so they can 
lead valued and active lives.  I also have a keen interest in training and Positive Behaviour Support, two areas in which 
Directions has made a solid investment over the past two years.

Peta Barker   I joined the Board of Directions a year ago, and I have eight years of experience of our family being 
supported by Directions.  I am able to talk about how that has been successful.  My son has autism and together with 
Directions’ support, he has been able to really blossom and is becoming much more independent.  Directions has shown 
me that, with the correct support, you not only support the individual but also the family.  I believe that this in itself, is the 
care that is needed for families with disabilities.

Joanne Meyerink   I was elected to the Board of Directions at the 2015 Annual General Meeting having previously been 
Chair of Teenspirit Inc.  I am a mother of a 22 year old daughter with an intellectual disability and my motivation to be a 
Board member is to speak for the vulnerable of our society.  I believe in the value of the services that Directions offer and 
I appreciate the opportunity to be a part of ensuring that Directions continues to provide a high quality, safe and enriching 
service for those who need therapy and social supports.

Gail Player   I joined the Directions Board one year ago and prior to that I was a Board member of Teenspirit Inc.  I am 
a mother of a daughter who is 21 years old and she has an intellectual disability.  I am passionate about ensuring that 
others like my daughter are given the best opportunities in our community.  My daughter is supported by Directions, 
including receiving therapy services and being part of Teenspirit. I currently work full time as an Education Assistant with 
special needs children and wish to give back to our community in a positive way.

Sally Hunter   I am an Occupational Therapist with a 30 year career working predominantly in the disability sector.  I 
am currently employed by Curtin University as Fieldwork Director for the School of OT.  I have experience as a Board 
Member serving on the Variety WA Board for 6 years and its grants committee for 10 years.  I have served as Chair for 
AGOSCI and am currently Vice President of the Australian Rehabilitation and Assistive Technology Association.  I highly 
value the work of Directions and am willing to commit my time and effort as needed to support its strategic objectives.

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
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It has been another significant year for Directions, delivering an operational surplus necessary for organisational 
sustainability as well as developing our quality support services.  For the year ended 30 June 2017, we achieved 
a surplus of $578,907.  This surplus is the result of some important key initiatives undertaken to strengthen the 
organisation.   
We started the financial year by restructuring our administration and moving to an industry award system in order to 
address current cost pressures and to prepare the organisation for operating in a yet-to-be-decided NDIS system.  
Staffing has been reviewed and realigned to recruit and develop support workers based on each individualised 
support plan.   Also, this year saw us continue to attract more funding packages for new people and their families.  
We believe that our reputation for quality support services is a major factor in attracting new people to Directions.
The novation of Teenspirit block funding has enabled us to expand these popular group support programs into 
wider communities.  During the year, we have also launched therapy services.
We have worked hard internally to improve financial performance, but we are also grateful for the support we have 
had from the Department of Communities, particularly our wonderful Service Contract and Development Officer 
Jenny Phillips, and for the contributions from our great volunteers and supporters in the community. 
There are still high levels of uncertainty and challenge to overcome.  However, the commitment to the success and 
sustainability of the organisation by the management team and support workers will continuously drive us forward.  
Directions will stay dynamic and responsive to change, ensuring the viability and sustainability of our person-
centred programs.  I, along with our other Board members, am looking forward to continuing this exciting journey 
together in 2017-2018 to build relationships that make the difference.             
Ian Wilson 
Treasurer

Department of Communities
National Disability Insurance Agency
Lotterywest
Kids are Kids
City of Gosnells
City of Armadale
City of Stirling
Community Newspaper Group
Dianella Secondary College
Communicare Academy

Kenwick School 
Armadale Education Support Centre 
Tigers Football Club
Curtin University
University of WA
Edith Cowan University 
The Manse Restaurant
Genesis in the Hills Cafe
Affinity Systems
Key2Creative

FINANCIAL REPORT

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS
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Staffing  3,233

Insurance  80

Training  23

Individual expenses  256

Motor vehicles and travel  342

Administration  173

DOC (disability) funding - WA NDIS  1,204

DOC (disability) funding - Individualised others  3,068

DOC (disability) funding - Block funding  151

NDIA funding income - NDIS  56

DOC (disability) funding - Motor vehicle  29

Fee for service  51

Interest received  41

Donations / Fundraising  82

Other income  44

Directions Expenses
2016/2017 $4.1 million

Directions Income
2016/2017 $4.7 million

in $000’sin $000’s

Growth Advisors 
Anson Management Consulting 
Vanquip Mobilities 
Current Tech Automotive 
RACV Salary Solutions
Snap Printing
Grill’d 
Bunnings Warehouse 
Thornlie Leisureworld
Cannington Leisureplex



12 Blackburn Street

Maddington WA 6109
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Maddington WA 6989
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admin@directions.asn.au
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